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Editor’s Note
Sorcha Deheer
It feels surreal to think that Covid-19 has been

want to hold our student politicians accountable in

impacting our lives for nearly a year. It seems that

the coming year. These are important roles and

the summer just ended, yet here it is right around the

they can have a meaningful impact on the student

corner. Like every time that spring rolls around we

experience if done well.

are reminded that everything is reborn eventually. We
reinvent ourselves over and over again, learning and

As always, we have a wide range of content for

growing through our experiences. It is also a time to

you, from poetry to mathematics. I am always

remember that we do not always have to be growing.

fascinated by Edward’s science articles but his

Spring comes at different times for different people

piece on math had me more interested in numbers

and the dormancy of winter is equally as important. So

than I have ever been. We have an opinion piece

remember to give yourself as much time as you need to

written by Kathleen Mah that takes a critical look at the

rest and to heal.

University’s performance this last year. As you may
have already read online, Liam gives an update on the

On less philosophical notes, the ULSU elections

University’s plans to reopen in September. They have

have once again rolled around. It was good to see

also spearheaded the election supplements, which has

so many candidates running this year and I applaud

been no small task. Elaine’s piece on compassion is

everyone willing to step into these roles given the

particularly thought-provoking and education-

difficult

The

al. Her willingness to share her knowledge and

Meliorist has not covered the elections in-depth in...a

experiences with us is truly a blessing. Our history

long time. As an independent student publication, it

column this month focuses on Black settlers in the

is our job to cover these events and we have not been

prairies, a history we are rarely taught.

circumstances

we

are

facing.

living up to that expectation. We figured this was as
good a time as any to start. We want to make sure that
students have as much information on the candidates
as possible, to make an informed decision. We also
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Editor’s “Book” Recommendations
Sorcha Deheer
We Are The Roots: Black settlers and
their experiences of discrimination on
the Canadian Prairies
northern Europeans.
The film was produced by Dr. Jenna Bailey and Dr.
David

Este

in

Productions,

collaboration

documentary

with
film

Jeff

Allen

production

company Bailey and Soda Films and Edmonton’s
Shiloh Centre for Multicultural Roots. The film was
made possible largely through the collection of oral
histories, showing how important oral history is for
communities that have traditionally been left out
of the historical record. By using oral history, the
So this isn’t technically a book, but I think it is worth
mentioing. I also thought it deserved more acclaim
than it would get at the bottom of the history column’s “further reading” section (not that anything
there isn’t also worth checking out). One of Canada’s
most pervasive national myths is that it was a bastion
of freedom and hope for Black people fleeing enslavement in America. We Are The Roots dispels this
myth and exposes the racism and discrimination that
Black settlers faced on the prairies. In an attempt to
settle the land between 1905 and 1912, the
Canadian government offered 160 acres of land for a
$10 fee (somewhere between $230 and $270 today).
Similar offers have been offered throughout Canada’s
history, and they were always been steeped in racism.
The government wanted to create the ideal society,
which meant that immigration from certain countries was heavily frowned upon if not outright banned.
The only people who were truly accepted, by the
government and by the neighbours, were western and
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documentary prioritizes the lived experiences of Black
settlers and their descendants. In a media review,
Anna F. Kaplan speaks to the importance of this practice: “This decision highlighted the descendants as the
experts of their own history.”
The film shows the diversity of Black experiences in the
prairies rather than painting their lives with the same
brush. It ends with the question “what can be done to
end discrimination”. Far from being the kind of film,
you watch and then forget about, We Are The Roots
engages viewers by reminding them that there is still
a responsibility here and the work is not done. Racism,
discrimination and colonialization are the legacies that
all Canadians, new and old, are responsible for. They
come part and parcel with the privileges and benefits of
being Canadian.

ULSU Election Supplement 2021-2022
Between controversy, COVID and cuts, The Meliorist’s Power Panel
is here to help you make sense of the ULSU 2021-22 election
Sorcha Deheer, Liam Devitt, Oseremen Irete

We don’t know about you, but we here at The

up with a different name for ourselves for this piece

Meliorist thought this past school year was the worst.

because our lovely Science Editor, Edward Hsiang,

Online school left us feeling isolated. Tuition hikes left

is too busy doing science things (pipetting?) to grill

our wallets empty. COVID left us with perpetual dread

SU candidates. We also wanted to sound cool and

that we really wish (oh, we so wish!) would go away.

self-important.

But come Fall semester, things could be a whole lot
different.

We’ve profiled each of the candidates for ULSU
Executive Council positions. Sorry General Assembly

The Trudeau government has promised that the

candidates, but there are so many of you and only three

general population will be able to be vaccinated by

of us! Our goal in these profiles is to demystify student

September. The U of L has announced that they

government and make super clear what each of these

are planning a “significant return” to campus in the

candidates stand for so you can make your decision

Fall. Things could be a whole lot different come

when you enter the voting booth. Or, well, open the

September, and U of L students will be looking for a

link in your email. The voting period begins March 2

Students Union that can help them get through it all.

and ends March 5. Make sure to vote!

Enter the Power Panel. The Power Panel is Sorcha
Deheer, Editor-in-Chief, Liam Devitt, News Editor,
and Oseremen Irete, Arts Editor. We had to come
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The Questions

in that reopening plan, Kletke only said that she wants
student concerns to be heard and trusts the University

We asked each candidate some basic questions about

will make a safe plan. We asked her what she would be

why they were running and their platform, then we

looking for in the reopening plan in terms of policy,

grilled them on the issues specific to their position. We

and she called that a “pointed question.” She did not

asked the VP External candidates about advocacy and

provide any specific policy recommendations on this

government relations, the VP Student Affairs candi-

point.

dates about clubs and sexual violence policies, and so
on. The lists of questions were collaboratively drafted

Kletke wants to take a soft approach to her

by the Power Panel.

relationship with the University administration,
using words like “collaboration,” rather than more

We also asked each candidate some questions about

confrontational language. She called university

trust and accountability. Often, student politicians are

restructuring

criticized for doing the position for the line on their

“unfortunate.”

in

the

face

of

provincial

cuts

CV and to cozy up to university administrators and
government officials, rather than doing it to fight for

“It’s an unfortunate issue, but I don’t think it’s an issue

students. In that spirit, we asked each candidate if they

that we couldn’t encourage University administration

would commit to not seeking letters of reference from

to take in more student input,” Kletke said.

university administrators. The answers may surprise
Similarly,

you!

she

described

the

way

she

would

approach provincial government as “professional” but

President

“relentless”
Holly Kletke

Holly Kletke really likes student
government. She’s served one
year as First Years’ Representative and two years as Fine Arts
Representative with the ULSU.
She even served a term as a university Senator. Now she’s shooting for the top by putting her name forward for President.

government.

in

bringing

She

a

pointed

student
to

the

voice

to

Council

of

Alberta University Students’ (CAUS) campaigns
against

the

Kenney

government’s

cuts

to

post-secondary education as an example of this.
But when asked what specific strategies she would
use to push back against the Kenney government’s
austerity agenda, she repeated that she just wants
student concerns to be heard, and did not point to
any specific advocacy or activism strategies she would
employ as President.

“I’m running for President because I see the value in
our organization. I see the potential that we have to

When asked, Kletke expressed support for the

make a difference and work towards a positive student

University of Lethbridge Faculty Association (ULFA)

experience at this University,” said Kletke.

in their fight for a fair contract in the current round
of bargaining. She said she would also support them if

Beyond that, Kletke had trouble elaborating on her

they strike, but feels personally that striking is not the

platform points and taking strong stances on issues.

best strategy.

When asked about the proposed partial return to
campus in the Fall and what she would be looking for
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Kletke was firm that she is running to work for

policies are to go through.

students, and not for personal gain. However,
when asked if she would seek reference letters from

Some of Badiuk’s own platform points may appear

university administrators, she called the question

unpopular to students but her platform is focused on

“unfair,” and repeatedly refused to give a straight

“setting realistic advocacy goals.” She insists on not

answer to the question. “I think that leadership

fighting the university on tuition increases which she

positions on campus are very important, and

believes are necessary in the current fiscal climate. She

crucial, not only to my own personal and professional

will lobby for graduation grants, and increased loan

development as a professional and as a student. I also

eligibility and funding to allow students access

think that with leadership opportunities—there’s no

post-secondary education. She also wants to review SU

shame in finding out what happens,” she said.

fees, and is interested in moving towards a credit based
fee system and small user pay for facilities like the

Blaine Badiuk

fitness center for those who use them the most to keep
costs down for those who do not.

Blaine Badiuk thinks “we need to do better.” A former
President of Student Association of Grande Prairie

She also wants to bolster the Health and Dental Plan.

Regional College (SAGPRC), Badiuk is throwing her

She promises to undertake a “comprehensive review”

hat in the ring for the same position at the ULSU. She

of the plan, as she says in her profile on the ULSU

believes her experience makes her the right person for

website. In the profile, she calls the lack of coverage for

the job.

private counselling in the plan “radical.”

She

is

firm

about

not

publicly

taking

an

adversarial stance when it comes to working with

In her opinion, a return to in-person learning in the
Fall is a hasty decision on the part of the University.

university administration. She will continue to work
the way she says she found success at SAGPRC, which

“Based on the evidence we have, it is very

is by collaborating with the university to work in the

unlikely that the majority of students will be

best interest of students and calling them out behind

vaccinated by September unless the wildest dreams

closed doors when they are wrong.

of our federal government come true,” she said,
maintaining that if elected she will not return to cam-

“It’s

about

students.

Without

students

the

pus unless she has been vaccinated.

university doesn’t exist and we don’t exist. It’s the one
thing we both want.” Instead she wants to take the

For Badiuk, COVID-19 has also exposed the

university to task using the words it loves to plaster on

fact that the quality of instruction often does not

billboards and bus stops. “They want to be a

measure up to what students are paying. She will push

destination university, we can help with that,” she said.

the university to lean on its highly rated Faculty of
Education to provide professional development

As for dealing with the government, Badiuk said the

opportunities for instructors.

relationship has to be “one of both collaboration and
fighting back.” The education major is not a fan of the

While she would not explicitly offer her support for

current provincial government due to their consistent

any potential faculty or staff strikes, Badiuk says she

cost cutting approach to the sector, but says she will

is not against strikes but maintains that she wants

maintain a “non-partisan” position and fight to ensure

to work for “the best interests of students” and her

“the best outcome for students” if the UCP’s austerity

position will depend on that.
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She

believes

anti-racism

training

should

be

or if Nordhagen is unaware of Sexy Week’s existence.

widely available for students and staff and wants to hold
the University to account on its Equity, Diversity and

Mark Serebryansky

Inclusion (EDI) plan and ensure marginalized groups
help create the policy.

Mark Serebryansky wants nothing more than to give
back to students. He wants to “see that all students are

While she admits the position does look good on a

supported and leave the position better off.” To show

resume, Badiuk says she already has the experience

his dedication to this, he has committed to not seeking

from her time at the SAGPRC and is running because

letters of reference from University administration.

she believes she can “make a genuine difference.”
Serebryansky has previously worked with the SU as
Badiuk would not commit to not seeking recommen-

Residence Representative and sees the value in the

dation letters from university administrators but ar-

work that can be done. Serebryansky has years of vol-

gues that it does not mean someone is doing it just for

unteer experience, including working with 5 days for

their resume but “demonstrates they did an effective

the homeless and Windy City Canine Rescue. He notes

job and are worthy of an endorsement.”

that fundraising is an important part of the position as
VP Operations and Finance and believes his volunteer

Brent Nordhagen

experience is a great asset to the job.

Brent Nordhagen did not respond to our request for an

Serebryansky believes that the SU has previously lacked

interview.

hands-on strategic planning and hopes to remedy this
should he be elected. His vision for the SU involves

His profile on the ULSU website says he was VP In-

spearheading several long-term projects, including

ternal and VP Social for the Students’ Association of

weaning the SU off of levy fees as the main source of

Grande Prairie Regional College while he was a stu-

funding.

dent there.
By optimizing the revenue generating spaces in the SU
He outlines two campaign points in the profile, one on

Food Court, Serebryansky believes that less strain will

mental health and one on “Diverse Event Experience.”

be put on students to fund the SU. This project doubles as a reactive measure should the current provincial

His mental health platform consists of creating a group

government make levy fees optional, as the governing

that would make students aware of the mental health

UCP campaigned on. Serebryansky notes, however,

services available to them on campus, and creating a

that the businesses that take up shop in the food court

technology-free room where students can de-stress

should be there to support students, rather than just

and relax.

make money. He would like to see them offer grants
and otherwise create a “supportive student environ-

For events, Nordhagen wants to create a “Open Sex Ed-

ment.”

ucational Week,” where there would be various events
hosted talking out sex and sex ed. He provides an ex-

Additionally, Serebryansky proposes that a percentage

ample of a transgender speaker coming in to talk about

of each transaction made at all businesses in the SU

gender transition. It is unclear if this is a different idea

Food Court could go to help fund the SU Food Bank.

entirely than the already-existing and very similar Sexy

As for The Zoo, Serebryansky feels that a full review

Week put on by the ULSU the week of Valentine’s Day,

needs to be done, with the help of consultants, in order
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to maximize its profit. With the pandemic, the SU has

Hat College. There he served as Treasurer and sat on

been operating study spaces in the ballrooms. Serebry-

the Board of Governors.

ansky wants to continue doing this, in the hopes that

Hirsch’s primary focus is on Covid related issues,

those students will spend money at The Zoo.

specifically financial difficulties and a lack of university
provided services and support.

Possible projects could include re-evaluating the Emergency Grant application process to ensure that it is only

He pointed to the lack of services that students are

as invasive as it needs to be and looking into additional

able to receive from the university, while continuing

financial support.

to pay the same amount in tuition and fees. Hirsch
did not elaborate on how these services would be

As for short term goals, Serebryansky would like to

made more accessible. He does, however, want to

re-assess the Health and Dental Plan to ensure that

spearhead a financial literacy program. The program

there is a balance between affordability for students

would be geared towards managing Covid related

and affordability for the SU. He did not elaborate on

financial worries, such as loss of income and finding

whether or not this could increase costs to students.

alternative sources of income.

Lastly, Serebryansky wants to look into developing
Galileo’s Lounge to better accommodate studying.

Hirsch wants to bring in external professionals to
facilitate these workshops. He believes that this is the

In response to the possibility of the provincial

best way to support students struggling with finances,

government instituting an opt-in levy fee model,

stating that providing direct financial aid wouldn’t be

Serebryansky fears that not much could be done

possible.

except setting up reactive measures. Nonetheless, he
committed to pushing back as hard as possible in this

When asked if these programs would be inclusive,

situation and fighting for student’s interests. Personally,

Hirsch strongly stated that all of his initiatives would

he has never opted out of a levy fee.

be inclusive and free from discrimination. He also
noted that he would ensure all SU initiatives were held

When asked about the potential return to campus

to strict standards of inclusion and diversity. Hirsch

in Fall 2021, Serebryansky believes that it is possible

did not elaborate on how programs would be evaluated

given that safety measures are followed and no major

to meet these standards.

developments in the virus are seen in the meantime.
He believes that being able to connect with other

Hirsch wants to cut back on the fees that students pay

students has helped those in residence weather the

to the SU if possible and ensure that those dollars are

pandemic and wants to see those benefits reach the

going towards things that students can capitalize on.

wider University community.
He said his years working in restaurant management
Joshua Hirsch

would prove useful when dealing with The Zoo. Hirsch
does not have any specific plan moving forward for the

Joshua Hirsch is running for VP

campus pub, but would like to see more events hosted

Operations and Finance because

to foster a greater sense of community. Relating back

he loves student leadership and

to his Covid specific platform, Hirsch wants to build as

advocacy. This passion was born

many in-person connections as possible.

out of his previous work with the
Students’ Association of Medicine
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As for the possible return to in-person classes, Hirsch

there are many long and sleepless nights because of the

believes that it may be possible as long as it can be done

stress, it’s still work I’m happy to do… because you see

safely, and it does not present a burden to students.

positives come out of it in a way,” he said.

He noted that in-person classes could be stressful if
students feel that they cannot be on campus safely.

Lindblad started this position in the midst of the
pandemic. He thinks that students should look at his

When asked what his plan would be if the

record of advocacy and see that he was able to keep

provincial government instituted an opt-in levy fee

the advocacy efforts of the SU still going strong, even

model, Hirsch was adamant that he would be on

during the pandemic. He mentioned meeting with

the front lines lobbying to make sure students are

government ministers and participating in CAUS’

protected. He has never opted out of a levy fee.

snow penguin protests and lawn sign campaign as
examples of this.

Hirsch told The Meliorist that he is running
because he wants to bring the student voice to the

“I think students should trust me because I’ve shown

administration, not for a line on his resume. Despite

I can adapt, that my passion comes through, and that

this, he would not commit to not seeking references

whether or not it’s initially predicted how I would have

from University administration. He notes that he was

conducted my efforts [in the pandemic], I’ve not let up

not planning on seeking references but that this could

on the issues that I think students need help on.”

change in the future.
Other

accomplishments

Lindblad

pointed

to

student

were the hiring of an Indigenous counsellor in

emergency grant application is too invasive, Hirsch

Counselling Services in the face of major layoffs, the

says that there is a balance between protecting the

creation of an SU Indigenous Relations Committee.

grant and protecting the student’s privacy. He

Outside the university itself, Lindblad spoke about

concedes that if students are deeply concerned about

his work with CAUS, working on issues such as the

the invasive nature of the application, it could be re-as-

creations of “superboards,” which Lindblad claims the

sessed to ensure the balance is being maintained as

Minister of Advanced Education is “walking back.”

In

response

to

accusations

that

the

much as possible.
Lindblad was very clear in what his advocacy
VP External

priorities are if he wins re-election. He wants the

Ryan Lindblad

provincial government to tie tuition to the Consumer
Price Index (CPI) for predictable increases in tuition,

Ryan Lindblad is the incum-

for both institutions and students. He’s demanding

bent VP External, and he is

that the provincial government invest $30 million in

running again. He’s hoping that

mental health services across Alberta and invest $5

his record of advocacy will win over students. But,

million into services related to campus sexual violence.

unlike last time, Lindblad is not running unopposed,
with newcomer Ezekiel Kiyeny throwing his hat into

How does Lindblad think he will get this done? He

the ring. So, Lindblad might not only have to run on

said that he will rely on the partnerships the ULSU has

his record, but propose new ideas as well.

with other student unions in the province and country
through CAUS and CASA.

Lindblad said that there is a lot of work ongoing in his
position that he would like to continue. “Even though
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Lindblad was open that everything did not go his

way during his term. He noted that he had trouble
delegating work to GA members initially, and wishes

Kiyeny notes that student governance is not about

he was stronger on this point sooner. He noted that

one person being in the position for as many years as

not all of the projects that he wished to undertake were
possible. “I’m not attacking anybody but we need

able to be completed.

change,” he says.
On campus reopening, Lindblad stated that he would
not support a return to campus that put students at

For Kiyeny the primary issue is government cuts to

risk. If re-elected, he says that he will work to make

post-secondary education. If elected, he wants to take

sure that the reopening of campus is safe and the plan

a more aggressive approach towards lobbying the

is informed by advice from public health experts. He

government for increased funding informed by his

noted adequate cleaning and physical distancing as key

experience as Class Representative and Secretary

points that he will be looking for from the University

General in the student union at Kisii University in his

in their plan.

hometown of Eldoret, Kenya.

When asked about reference letters from University

“This is the time for students to actually take a position

administrators, Lindblad felt like he could not give a

[and] to demand for their rightful funding.”

definitive answer to the question. While he said that he
was working for students—claiming that him running

Kiyeny’s nose for numbers is evident, after all this is

for this position again should be proof enough that

someone who already has a Bachelor of Commerce

he is not doing it for the resume—he said he has “no

and an MBA. He is aware of the hits the budget has

immediate plans” to seek letters from administrators,

taken - often down to very specific dollar amounts -

but would not directly commit to not doing so.

and where exactly the university has sacrificed not only
at the expense of student supports like mental health,

When asked if his refusal to commit might imply a

but also staff.

conflict of interest, Lindblad responded: “I say this
fully knowing that it might be perceived that way, but

Kiyeny is conscious of how trying to fill the

I’m just trying to be honest and I think, you know,

funding gaps created by government cuts could affect

at the end of the day, that’s very true. But also, we’re

the University. Kiyeny is wary of corporate funding

students who have no idea where the next couple of

that could come with strings attached. He also is wary

years are going to take us.”

of the use of international student fees as a financial
buffer, especially with COVID-19 border closures

Ezekiel Kiyeny

limiting international travel.

Ezekiel Kiyeny wants to shake

“Some universities are relying on international

up the status quo and “bring in

students [...] they pay higher fees and that is running

a new way of handling issues”

the university. Universities in Australia are closing

to the ULSU if elected VP Ex-

because they don’t receive international students.”

ternal. Running against incumbent Ryan Lindblad,
Kiyeny believes it is time to “bring new changes, new

He wants to “pressure MLA’s” and partner with

blood [and show] that there are other things that are

other universities through CAUS to negotiate with the

possible.”

provincial government as a group. However, it is
unclear what specific plans he has to get a UCP
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TikTok

She is “passionate about factors that contribute to

transition video to change their stance on post-second-

student success,” the most important of which she

ary funding.

believes is mental health and If elected VP

government

that

cuts

more

than

a

Academic, which will likely happen since she is
While funding and tuition are very important issues

running unopposed, she wants to give students

that affect all aspects of the university, his platform

“an opportunity to manage their stress” especially

beyond that is limited at best. When asked about how

considering the negative effects of the pandemic on

he would build student power he said by reaching out

mental health.

to campus clubs and organizations and using sports to
bring the student body together, but once again lacked

Parkkari says she has been advocating for her own

a detailed plan as to how.

academic needs since she was in elementary school
and believes this has prepared her to advocate for

Kiyeny positions himself as a man of the people and

student

mental

health.

Beyond

her

personal

wants the focus to be on the student voice and not

experience, she has also worked for the past four years

his.“I’m going to represent what [students] actually

at the Center for Suicide Prevention, a branch of the

give me to take to the government. It will not be my

Canadian Mental Health Association and believes the

own words but I will actually be taking the message

resources and connetions gained from that experience

from the students.”

will help her pursue her mandate.

He committed to not receiving recommendation

She would like to partner with organizations in the

letters from university administrators and wants to

community such as Lethbridge Family Services who

develop a relationship with the university based on

offer a variety of mental health related programming

solving problems facing students. He is adamant he is

and wants to lobby the government to increase student

not just doing this for his resume and believes he will

mental health funding.

gain the trust of students through his advocacy.
Pakkari says University mental health services
When it comes to a return to in-person learning

have not been accessible to students during the

Kiyeny thinks “the safety of the students should be the

pandemic and wants to encourage more group sessions

priority,” and supports efforts to get students back on

and improve online access by bolstering programs like

campus if safety is first and vaccinations are widely

Therapy Assistance Online.

available and accessible.
How exactly can the service be improved? She is
VP Academic

unsure but would like to meet with those behind the
program to figure out how it can be improved.
Becca Parkkari
Outside of university and community services,

increasing

Parkkari says her priority is for students to know how

position of VP Academic on a

to access services available through the ULSU. She

platform that is heavily focused

wants students to feel like they “are actually effective

on student mental health and

for their academic and mental health needs.”

undergraduate

opportunities.
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Becca Parkkari is running for the

access

to

research

However, when pressed about how exactly ULSU’s

On the whole, we, the Power Panel, had one issue with

services could be improved to support student mental

the majority of the candidates: too many buzzwords

health she did not give a specific answer but would like

and not enough specifics. Many of the candidates

to hear from students about what they need.

had trouble elaborating on vague platform points and
giving us clear, well-defined stances on issues. Just

She does want to work to extend the ULSU’s Health

because this is student government, does not mean

and Dental plan so it is “able to reach more students

that we cannot have candidates that know the issues

and implement a health plan that is beneficial to trans

and know what they will specifically do on each point.

students and any students with health needs that are

Being committed to ‘advocacy’ means little if you

not currently covered.”

cannot say who and what you are advocating for or
against.

When it comes to a return to campus, Parkkari says the
plans in place for a return in the fall “are good and as

Further, many candidates seemed like they were only

long as things continue to improve with the numbers

willing to ask students what they needed after they

and vaccine rollout we’re in a place to come back.”

had won election. You can do that before you win, and
indeed before you start campaigning. Start a focus

“I think it’s great we have a plan on how to return. I’m

group, reach out to some students. It does not just

not sure if implementing that plan would be the best

have to start once you’re elected. Student politicians

thing for student health. Opening and bringing back

should show students that they know what they are

students is important because those are experiences

going to do when they are running for office. A vague

that cant have online, health of the students is more

commitment to consultation does not cut it.

important. If we’re opening early we are putting these
students at risk.”

This student election has been characterized by low
engagement from students. At its peak, the viewership

Parkkari wants to streamline the process of accessing

of the SU Debate on February 25 was a measly 25. Of

research opportunities by creating a sort of job board

course the pandemic and online learning have not

for students with available opportunities. As Arts and

exactly set the stage well for high student engagement

Science faculty representative, Parkkari says her con-

with the election, but if candidates stopped hiding

nections with the faculty will be essential in creating

behind buzzwords and campaigned on policy

an environment that makes research opportunities ac-

initiatives, then maybe students might be more

cessible to students.

engaged.

Parkkari is running for this position unopposed.

We were disappointed in some candidates’ lack of
knowledge of key issues like discrimination, the

The Power Panel’s takeaways: cut down on the buzz-

experiences of marginalized students and the Sexual

words and give us policy

Violence Policy. These are big issues that affect many
U of L students, and we wished more candidates were

We are not endorsing any specific candidates.

able to show fluency in these issues.

However, we will provide a brief analysis of the races. We hope that this analysis will aid you in making a

A common refrain we heard among candidates was,

decision.

paraphrased: “we need to make students aware of
the value of the SU.” While awareness is one thing,
proving that the SU has value is another. Students will
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not suddenly change their minds about the SU if a

Regardless of who wins these races, (and we are happy

student politician just keeps reminding them that the

that most are races, not acclamations), students must

SU is important. Students will change their minds if

hold them to account on the things they promised.

a student politician proves to them that the SU is

As the future seems ever-more uncertain, the U of L

important. And that proof comes in the form of action;

deserves an SU that they can trust and will make good

concrete, tangible policy that makes a difference for

on their promises. Here’s to hoping that that will be the

students. Not buzzwords.

case.

Opinion: Hey U of L, You Aren’t Doing Enough
Students are scrambling to keep up with school during the
pandemic while administrators seem distant, Kathleen Mah writes

Kathleen Mah
pay the bills. Not everyone can afford a good internet

Dear University of Lethbridge administration,

connection—or internet at all.
Your students are suffering.
Our student body is diverse so our response and
There is one feeling that is common among many

supports need to be as well.

students. We feel that the University of Lethbridge
is simply not doing enough to support their students

The classroom experience has become extremely

during the pandemic. Emails asking if we’re okay

variable; some professors are piling on work, others

don’t mean much if you aren’t offering real supports.

are cutting back, and some are not making any

Inconsistent workloads across classes make it hard to

accommodations for being online. There is no

keep a handle on things.

standard, and it is becoming hard for students to
continually adapt to each class.

Receiving mass emails every month or so offering
‘support’ has numbed us to the very notion of what

Part of university is instructors having autonomy in

support means. Support has become a catch-all

how they teach their courses. However, not monitor-

term but is not specific enough to be of any real

ing what instructors are doing in their classrooms

help. What does support look like? Where does it

means students are even more stressed in a time when

come from? Is it equally accessible to all students?

we need some sort of stability to survive. Apart from
the end of semester online evaluations, students aren’t

Looking at University communications, it feels like

being asked if they are being treated fairly by their

they think that students are all equally confused and

instructors.

equally at risk. But that simply is not the case. There
are different dimensions of inequalities that the

This

University needs to address to make sure all of its

McNaughton, a Residence Assistant, is disappointed

students

Not

by the way the University is handling things. They said

everyone is living in a safe enough place to stay

that the University has seemed to “put students on the

home. Not everyone has an income that will always

back burner.”
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have

the

resources

they

need.

problem

extends

to

residence.

Tess

This year, residence students don’t have access to a

The University’s actions are so focused on getting

meal plan, which used to be mandatory for first-year

through the pandemic that we are not emphasizing

residence students. These students do not all have

the importance of living during the pandemic. Every

equal access to transportation that they can use to

email I receive is something along the lines of “Don’t

get groceries, and the University isn’t within walking

worry we will be back to normal one day.” But what

distance of a grocery store. McNaughton describes

about today? ‘One day’ is far off and seems intangible.

being on campus right now as difficult and

It does not change the very real needs of students today.

contradictory. She said that the safety regulations
the University lays out do not match up with that of
the Alberta government. This is creating additional
confusion and challenges for students.
To be clear, I realize that the University is attempting
to come up with solutions on the fly. I acknowledge
the hard work of residence and campus cleaning staff.
I appreciate the hard work of people in trying to get
us through the pandemic safely. But this is where the
problem lies.

Photo Credit: Sharon Mccutcheon
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This Month in History - Black Settlers on the Prairies
Sorcha Deheer
Previously, when I thought about Black history in

imposed before many were allowed to enter.

Canada, my only point of reference was Africville, a
small Black community in Halifax that was bulldozed

Newspapers ran petitions against the new immigrants.

in the name of “innovation”. While this story is no less

Labour organizations and trade unions in Edmon-

important than what I write here, it should not be the

ton and Calgary petitioned the federal government to

only one we learn.

prevent the immigration of Black people and requested
that those already settled be segregated. While many

Many know about Canada’s involvement in the

of these laws were not passed, in 1911 the Canadian

underground railroad, but not about the nearly 1000

government banned the immigration of Black

person migration from Oklahoma to Canada between

Americans into the country, reading that they were

1905 and 1912 to settle the land. The offer of 160 acres

“unsuitable to the climate and requirements of

for $10 was offered to immigrants given that they

Canada”. The law was never carried out as it got

stayed on and worked the land for at least three years.

repealed before the end of the year. The government

The American civil war had recently ended and Black

at the time couldn’t risk harming their public image or

people in the South were facing a brutal campaign

their relationship with the United States. A good deal

against their freedom. All-Black communities in

of Canada’s public and international decisions would

what would become Oklahoma saw an influx in white

be predicated around these two factors.

settlers and with them an increase in violence. Soon

The largest Black settlement was located in Amber

after the state instituted mandatory segregation laws,

Valley, with 300 settlers. Other settlements included

also known as the Jim Crow laws, and it became

Wildwood, Breton, Campsie, Gibbons, Fiske, Elden

nearly impossible for Black people to purchase land.

and Maidstone. The land had to be cleared every year

Everyday life became more difficult and the new laws

to keep up with national requirements, meaning the

encouraged

Black

work was constant and difficult. Horses and Oxen were

court

used to clear land and haul lumber.

communities

violence
carried

and
out

lawlessness.
protests

and

challenges, but some opted to leave for Canada instead.
In addition, people moved from Mississippi, Iowa,

Recreation was also important, however. Young

Tennessee, Kentucky, Missouri, and Texas.

boys and men played baseball in the summers and
everyone

attended

school

dances,

community

Settling the prairies was no easy task in the

dances and picnics. Descendants of the original

early 20th century. The harsh climates and difficult

settlers describe many communities as peaceful and

growing conditions were particularly challenging

conflict-free, likely because the settlements housed

for anyone coming from the American South. It was

very few white farmers. It is unclear whether this

common to travel by train and then switch to a horse and

was done intentionally by the government or if Black

buggy after crossing the border. Discrimination

families requested it because they felt safer and

began almost immediately upon arrival because the

better supported. Likely, it was likely a mix of the

Canadian government had not intended for their

two. The community of Wildwood was made up

advertisements to attract Black immigrants. Extra

primarily of Black immigrants because of the

financial fees and rigorous medical exams were

recruitment efforts of Tony Payne, who urged many of
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his family members and contacts from Oklahoma to

for younger members.

join him. Two schools, a dry goods store and several
denominations of churches were built. Other settlers

Both Black settlers and those who had moved into

in the area included Ukrainians and Polish immi-

the cities joined to fight in the Second World War. By

grants, both of whom were treated poorly by much of

the 1950s, there was still movement from the prairies

Canadian

were

to the city, as young men and women sought further

often mixed, while churches were more likely to be

education and job opportunities. The experiences of

segregated. Churches were often the heart or

Black Albertans, whether on the prairies or in the cities

cornerstone of the communities and they were

was very diverse, even though the population remained

generally built on a corner of someone’s land. Besides

quite small. Edmonton didn’t see a large portion of

worship, the churches provided a space for community

Black Canadians until changes to the immigration

engagement and socialization.

system in 1967 led to an influx of immigrants from the

society.

The

school

houses

West Indies.
Besides farming, some young men would go on to
serve in the Canadian Armed Forces during the First

The contributions of Black settlers and later

World War. The No. 2 Construction Battalion was

immigrants to Alberta cannot be understated.

the first large Black military unit in Canada. Some

Thousands of acres of land were developed, food

men also left to work in the cities during the winter

was produced, businesses were established and

months. Life in the city presented more challenges

communities were born. There is far more to these

than in the farming communities due to increased

histories and I encourage everyone to learn them, as

racism and discrimination. In Edmonton, motions

our province would not be the same without such an

were continuously put forward attempting to ban

integral piece.

Black people from public areas. The KKK was active
in the city as well as around the province, publishing

Further Reading

papers and holding city-approved conventions.

Documentaries:

The

Black

communities

pushed

back

against

discriminatory laws and practices, often winning.

We Are The Roots: Black Settlers and their Experiences of Discrimination
on the Canadian Prairies - A documentary by Bailey and Soda Films.
https://www.baileyandsoda.com/. Also available through the ULeth
Library.

Difficulties also came in the form of joblessness.
The depression hit Alberta, making jobs scarce for
everyone

but

especially

Black

Canadians.

Discrimination was rampant in all industries. In
response, some men decided to open their own
businesses.

In

Edmonton,

the

Shiloh

Baptist

Church became a site of community belonging and

Prairie Dream by Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. Available through
the ULeth library.
Websites:

https://www.blackpast.org/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/we-are-roots-black-settlers-canada-alberta-saskatchewan-film-1.5009816
https://www.rcinet.ca/bhm-en/2017/03/01/the-black-settlers-of-alberta/

connection. The church began in people’s homes,

Books:

eventually moving into a proper building in 1910.

Vernon, Karina, Sheila Addiscott, Ahmed Ali, F. B. Andre, Linus Tongwo

Members of the church founded and organized the
Coloured Citizen’s Community League in 1924 and
the Coloured Canadian Industrial Association in 1938.

Asong, Troy B. Bailey, William Sylvester Alpheus Beal, et al. 2020. The Black
Prairie Archives: An Anthology. Waterloo, Ontario, Canada: Wilfrid Laurier University Press
Vernon, Karina. 2004. “Writing a Home for Prairie Blackness: Addena Sum-

The church hosted young people’s groups and women’s

ter Freitag’s Stay Black and Die and Cheryl Foggo’s Pourin’ Down Rain.”

groups, held picnics, skating parties and dinners. It

Canadian Literature (182) (Autumn): 67-83. https://search-proquest-com.

became the focal point of the community, especially

ezproxy.uleth.ca/scholarly-journals/writing-home-prairie-blackness-addena-sumter/docview/218811270/se-2?accountid=12063.
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U of L Hinges “Significant Return” On
Vaccination Efforts
The reopening of campus is on the horizon, amidst an uncertain vaccination timeline

Liam Devitt

Photo Credit: John Cameron
It’s been about a year since classes at the University

of Lethbridge have come to expect is an in-person ex-

of Lethbridge were moved online with the beginning

perience,” said Kathleen Massey, Associate Vice Presi-

of the pandemic. Now, University administration is

dent (Students).

thinking about significantly taking things back into the
physical classroom.

When asked about specifics on the reopening, Massey
was not able to provide key details. She said that the

Their plan relies on the Trudeau government’s

plan is still being formulated, so figures like how many

commitment to provide a vaccine for any Canadian

students there will be on campus and what specific

who wants one by September, when the Fall semester

physical distancing measures will be in place are still

begins. But as doubt is cast on the Prime Minister’s

up in the air.

commitment by vaccine supply issues, so may doubt
be cast on the university’s plan. The emergence of new

Massey was clear that this would not be a full

COVID variants, which have been proven to be more

reopening of the campus. Currently, eleven percent of

transmissible, may also throw a wrench into the plan.

classes are being offered on-campus. The amount of
classes that will be offered on-campus in the Fall is still

On February 9th, the University announced in a press

uncertain,

Massey

said,

but

it

would

be

a

release that they, “anticipating positive shifts in the

“significant” increase. Due to physical distancing

coming months related to COVID-19 pandemic health

restrictions, Massey figures that classrooms will only

directives”, would be planning for a “significant return”

be able to accommodate thirty percent of their usual

to campus in the Fall 2021 semester.

capacity. Blended models, where a portion of a class
is offered in-person and another is offered online, are

University President Mike Mahon said in the press re-

also being seriously considered by the University.

lease: “It will be great for our students to begin to once
again experience the social and academic benefits a

Residence, currently operating at thirty percent

more traditional in-person setting offers.”

capacity, would be increasing capacity to seventy
percent.

“What’s guiding us is the student experience, and the
student experience that the students of the University
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However, this plan is simply that and nothing is for

certain. Massey stressed the importance of public

especially as September draws closer and the situation

health and that maintaining public health is the top

would perhaps become more clear.

priority of the University. She noted that there will
be multiple “checkpoints” between now and September where the University will reassess their planning

The University is open to holding a vaccine clinic on

given the evolving nature of the pandemic. But the

campus, provided Alberta Health Services can operate

government’s issues with procuring a steady vaccine

one there. Massey said that opening a clinic at the Uni-

supply make the public health situation in September

versity would increase vaccine accessibility to students,

incredibly uncertain, not just in Lethbridge, but in the

and would perhaps entice students to get vaccinated.

whole country.
The University plans to hold further consultation and
updates on the reopening plan starting in March.
“Our announcement of a significant return is based
on what we understand now to be the case in terms
of guidance and other factors that are available to
us,” said Massey. She noted that the University will
continue to seek guidance from public health,

Photo Credit: Oseremen Irete
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What Is Math?
Edward Hsiang
We all learn it in school, scientists can use it to

my apartment right now, I might say that the

land rocket ships on the moon or calculate the

neighbour can see me through my window, to

mass of a subatomic particle, but what really is

which you could ask me to prove he isn’t blind,

math? Is it real? Welcome to a deep dive into the

then to prove seeing is possible, then to prove

intersection between science and philosophy.

light exists, so on and so forth. The majority of
scientists in fact agree that nothing can truly be

Let’s start off by briefly explaining the field of

proven, only evidenced by our findings.

mathematics. While various disciplines exist
under the broad heading, the overarching

Even after accepting these fundamental axioms

theme around the study can be boiled down to

as true, we run into all sorts of other problems.

finding

of

For instance, unlike chemistry, or biology, you

mathematical proofs and applying/manipulating

can’t touch math, nor observe it. So does it

pre-existing proofs to solve a problem.

“exist”?

So what is a proof ? In short, a proof is a

Now we come across two schools of philosophy:

logical argument that tries to show a statement is

Platonism and Empiricism.

true. Mathematicians have been building proofs

discovered or is it invented?

new

“shortcuts”

in

the

form

Namely, is math

for thousands of years, with widely accepted
proofs being coined as “theorems” which are

The majority of mathematicians share the

added to their toolbelts over time and used to

almost romantic, but ultimately Platonic belief

further prove other mathematical statements (take

that math exists to be discovered as some sort

Pythagoras’ for example). However, stripping it

of fundamental truth to the universe. That if we

all down, we get to the simple arithmetic we’ve

someday come across an alien lifeform, math

taken for granted our entire lives. If I have one

would be a universal language we could share.

apple and you give me another, I have two apples:

Sure enough, there have been countless cases of

1+1 = 2. But is this fundamental concept real? Is

different mathematicians coming to the same

it tangible? Can it be proven?

formulas independently, or civilizations coming
to similar mathematical conclusions over time.

Here is where the science collides with the
philosophical. While even a 1st grader can

“I believe that the only way to make sense

probably tell you that 1+1 =2 and 2+2 = 4, trying

of mathematics is to believe that there are

to establish a proof for basic addition is much

objective mathematical facts and that they are

more challenging than it seems due to the logical

discovered

paradox of induction. “If A is true because of

Robert Brown, a former U of T professor, to

B, then B must also be proven to be true, then

Smithsonian Magazine.

whatever proves B must also be proven etc.”
For example, if I was asked to prove that I’m in
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by

mathematicians,”

said

James

On the other hand, there are the Empiricists

discover, or if you prefer sticking to things you

who argue that math is nothing more than a

can see and feel. What we do know (or have we

logical tool we use to solve problems. To argue

established that we can’t know anything?) is that

that something we can not touch nor observe

math plays an enormous role in our society and

“exists’’ tends to cross into the god-like territory

is the reason why we can post food porn photos

scientists have cut ties with.

to our Insta stories, so maybe that’s enough to
justify its study.

In the end, it’s not like we can prove things
one way or another so it’ll be up to you to
decide whether it’s comforting that there are
fundamental truths to the universe we can
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How To Train Your... House Plant
Edward Hsiang

Artwork: Jax Stienstra
The year is 2021, you open your preferred email

“Plants are very good analytical chemists. They

application to find spam mail sent by… a field

have an extensive root network in the soil, are

of spinach?

constantly sampling groundwater, and have a
way to self-power the transport of that water up

Although the actual paper was published in

into the leaves.” – MIT’s Miichael Strano to Eu-

Nature

ronews.

back

in

2016,

1

social

media

has

recently brought MIT Strano Group’s research
to light. While the salacious headlines claim

Although detecting compounds used in explo-

that the group was able to “teach” spinach plants

sives may not play a big role in our everyday

how to send emails, their research actually

lives, the potential to build on this technology to

focuses on nanobionics, where extremely tiny

detect future droughts or pollutants in farmland

sensors are implanted into the spinach leaves so

soil has immense applications.

that they’ll fluoresce when the plant roots comes
into contact with nitroaromatic compounds

“Plant nanobionics aims to embed non-native

(found in explosives).

functions to plants by interfacing them with
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specifically designed nanoparticles.” – says

the abstract of the original 2016 paper. It goes

The Strano Group, however, were able to

on to illustrate how the nanoparticles need to

engineer a specifically designed nanoparticle

be around 10 nanometers in dimension to be

and introduce it into the leaves of spinach plants.

comparable in size to typical proteins and

Direct uptake of their target pollutant, in this

macromolecules

plant

case Picric acid, through both the leaves and

matter. For reference that’s around 1000 times

the roots of the plants were able to elicit a chain

smaller than a red blood cell. As plants

reaction

continuously exchange fluids and gases with

fluorescing. A nearby sensor is then able to pick

their environment, using them as naturally

up on the specific wavelength of the induced

occurring “devices” to sample soil and air

photoluminescence and alert the researchers

quality, as well as capitalizing on their natural

via email. Astoundingly, the group was able

ability to draw in and concentrate contaminants

to use a slightly modified cell phone camera

may just be the next big thing for nano-technol-

(Raspberry Pi CCD detector with IR filters

ogy.

removed) to detect the nanoparticle’s near IR

that

embody

the

that

results

in

the

nanoparticles

signal, allowing for portable and inexpensive
Typical

work

in

detecting

airborne

and

methods of detection.

soil/water bound pollutants involves on site
human sampling, followed by transportation of
the samples to an environmental lab nearby. The
pollutants must then be manually extracted and
concentrated before being analyzed by expensive
machines such as gas chromatographs and mass
spectrometers.

Photo Credit: The Meliorist

Photo Credit: aimandshoot/Fotolia
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Photo Credit: Nature Materials, vol 16, pg. 264–272(2017)The group isn’t exactly the first one to utilize

flowers. With the emphasis that direct and indirect

plants as detectors and samplers for pollutants,

lighting accounts for around 20% of global

but they are the first to employ non-genetically

energy consumption, plants, which are able

modified plants to do so.

to generate energy independently, possess a
negative carbon footprint, and able to self repair,

Recently, they’ve pivoted towards a new and

offer a compelling alternative to conventional

more

lighting.

ambitious

project

titled

“The

Light

Emitting Plant Project”. The goal is to transform
living plants and trees into autonomous light

Once again, the group targets this problem

sources, capable of generating visible light for

from a non-GMO perspective, using instead “a

human

collection

use.

Seemingly

a

concept

out

of

of

chemically

interacting

fantasy, they aim to create a world where street

nanoparticles that are able to convert the plant’s

lamps are replaced with vibrant glowing trees,

stored chemical energy into light emission.”

and your backyard patio can be lit by shining

Photo Credit: MIT – Strano GroupM.S., Strano et al, Nature Mater 16, 264–272

Plant nanobiotics are just the tip of the iceberg

1

for the novel work being done by this group at

(2017). https://doi.org/10.1038/nmat4771

MIT and I encourage those curious to read more
for themselves at https://srg.mit.edu/research/.
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Kimmapiiypitsin
Compassion
Elaine Creighton-Fox
In our Blackfoot ways, one of our core values is

was happening and to acknowledge each other again.

compassion (Kimmapiiypitsin). And not just to other

The seemingly, glaring evil of today is ‘ego’. And this

humans but to any being that has Spirit, meaning our

now brings us back to the subject of the villain that has

animal brothers and sisters. And our mother earth or

been trying humanity this past year, the big C! Covid

in Blackfoot, Ksa’ahkowa is the ground we touch with

and its attack on not only the human body but on ego

our feet and is vibrant with energies and Spirit and

too. Yes, this virus has made us look at others and bring

warrants our compassion. My Elder, Bruce Wolf Child

back some compassion. It has isolated us, frustrated

taught me that ‘our only purpose on earth is to help

us, hurt us, killed so many people worldwide and is a

others. I never forgot his words and I stopped to think,

reality that will not go away soon. It has made us

you know ever since I can remember, I have always

human again.

been quick to help others and it has always brought
me a joy in my being. My other Elder, Joe Spotted Bull

And in that sense, I am brought back to another

told me ‘You are a happy, helping Spirit, quick to help

cultural teaching, this one from the late Adam Delaney,

others and that is valued’. My English name is Elaine

whose son Adam Jr. Recently passed away from covid.

and it means ‘Hope’ in the English language. My

Condolences to his family. His son’s passing made

Blackfoot name is Yellow Bird Woman, and as my

me think of him, one of my respected elders and my

Aunt says,’ You are a canary, you bring light and

mentor. His words were ‘life is like a million

smiles to others’. The reason I have introduced

branch leaves hitting you in the face when you least

myself this way is that my Uncle who was also a judge

expect it (our people are very descriptive) and Creator

and one of our esteemed Elders, taught me that just

teaches us a lot of lessons. You just have to keep going

because a person turns 65 years old, does not

and remember no matter how old or smart you are,

immediately

there is learning until you go back to Spirit world’.

put

them

in

the

arena

of

‘traditional knowledge keepers’. One has to be
qualified to enter that arena, usually lifelong helpers of

He went on to relay a story of his ‘silliness’ and his

our people and usually Holy Society members and who

learning to me. He was about in his late 70’s and by

are now grandfathers and grandmothers to the whole

then he had completed his role as Leader of our

tribe. So, I introduced myself as such as I have lived

Men’s Holy Society, the Horn Society and was now a

giving kindness and compassion wherever I can and

grandfather

this qualifies me to talk on the subject of ‘compassion’.

ceremony, paint faces and guide the new horn

for

all,

he

could

still

perform

members. It was a hot summer day and he had just
In today’s trying times and the quest for ever-evolving

finished mowing his lawn, his wife had gone into town

technology and the materialistic pursuit of life and the

to get groceries. He was at home alone. He sat down

slow but sure death, we as humans have been imposing

under a tree and he noticed a case of beer hidden under

on mother earth and each other with the robotic ways

the bushes. It was probably his son’s Adam, he mused.

of life, it was time to slow down. To take stock of what

So, he thought ‘well it’s a hot day, one cool one won’t
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hurt’. Fast forward, he got drunk and his wife hit the

In conclusion, part of my self-care and aware-

roof. He smiled and told me ‘you see my girl, we never

ness is more compassion for the animal world. My

stop learning, and we never stop being human so don’t

roommate works part-time and in her absence, I have

ever be so hard on yourself or on others’.

been taking care of her cat Simon when needed. I have
never really connected to cats, being a dog person and

Humanity now has to admit there has been good

having grown up with the family dogs in our home

fruition of covid. A lot of kindness and compassion

on the prairies. I have heard cats are finicky, and my

has been witnessed, people helping people. Peo-

roommate did tell me that her cat only drinks water

ple caring about others versus ‘me’ and this in a way

from a sink faucet or the shower. I finally witnessed

brings my people back to one of their core values

this as the cat meowed at me to follow him to the

mentioned

article,

bathroom, jumped up onto the sink and I turned the

compassion and helping others. From every bad thing

tap on. The cat drinks water from the faucet, thus my

that happens, some good comes out of it. People

accompanying picture for this month’s article. Yes, I

making calls and connecting with each other to en-

learned something new and I showed compassion to

sure their safety and complying with the restrictions,

a cat. This is growth for me as I usually avoided these

or bringing groceries to the elderly just to keep them

feline creatures. I did this for my roommate and ended

safe in their homes, the extra help with food for the

up being kind and making a connection to her cat. And

tribal members from our leadership, the taking the time

I realize my articles have been on covid because that is

to stop and think of someone else. And the isolation

what we are currently living through and I am trying

has made some of us engage in more self-care, yoga,

to help us understand its consequences, good and bad.

in-home exercising and a lot of praying. It has made

Life is a mystery and lifelong learning and until next

us look within and take stock of where we have been

time...Grandma Lane

at

the

beginning

of

this

and what we needed to do moving forward, in terms of
self-care. I for one, without all the distractions of the
outside world pre-covid, have been smudging and
praying a lot, getting connected again with my higher
power. I have been minding my diet and eating more
brain food to help with all this online reading.
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My Body, My Canvas
What are we doing when we wear what we wear?

Writing and Photography By Nifemi Ashani
I employ clothing in a fashionable sense to express my

my clothing vividly, making fitting the puzzle pieces a

creativity by way of my body; whatever I am thinking

bit easier during my experimentation. Once I am aware

of, I want to display it through my appearance. There

of the elements of clothing style that flow with the day,

are many ways I can be innovative and imaginative.

perhaps based on an inspiration or experience I have

I can think inventively, write artistically, or verbalize

internalized, I grab the paintbrushes, that is - my cloth-

creative ideas, but expressing these things through my

ing - and then pattern the elements on my body. A full

appearance has always been an interest of mine.

painting has been captured, and I am ready to take on
the day.

How? Understanding my body as a canvas and my
clothing as the paint brush through which I can

This is how fashion functions in my life. It aids in

envision combinations of colors, shapes, patterns

my creative journey, reinforcing positive energy,

and work on connecting them to tell my story. I

confidence, and coolness in my own body. In the book

look at clothing in an intensified way, it’s like a puz-

Social Psychology of Dress, this creative journey of

zle piece that I actively try to unlock each day, just

self-recognition is identified as“identity construc-

like we are continually trying to understand life daily.

tion,” whereby a person actively models their identity

Therefore my closet stays well organized to see all of

to fit their ideal selves. We are always developing our
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identities. It’s an ever-evolving process of one’s life

clothing depending on the energy that I need that day.

that never ends, and one way we are able to structure

Like today, I needed to feel cozy and

our identity is through our daily clothing choices.

comfortable but also wanted to be bright, which is why

Cultivating a more in-depth fashion cognizance has

I am wearing green. Green is my power color -- I wear

heightened my value of self and my growing lens of

green a lot.”

understanding society’s daily interactions through
Being that green is my favorite color, this response

fashion identity.

put a big smile on my face. Courtney is a woman who
Lately, an interest of mine has been understanding

holds a strong identity connection to her clothing

how others embody the symbolism of their clothing

competence. As fashion can represent how we choose

and how they grow attached to them. Occasionally

to display our identity, we understand that Courtney’s

I ask myself, what stories are others telling through

intimate memories of friends of high importance

their clothing? And do they know if they are telling a

in her life render the confidence to style her body

story? A great deal of research has concluded that

in a way that would exhibit similar positive energy.

what we wear is significantly influenced by our

Memory holds great power; when we recall nostalgic

beliefs, feelings, and behaviors, thus reflecting our

moments, we can remember what we wore or what

identities. The more self-aware we are, the better we

someone wore that day. Those pieces of clothing can

can understand this phenomenon. My interest in

be an addition to the ongoing story of one’s life. Like

understanding others’ self-conception of fashion

the green coat Courtney wore- she specifically chose

identity sparked conversations with some
friends at one of the
Southern

Alberta

Art Gallery events I
attended in January of
this year.
“What role does fashion play in your life?”
I asked my good friend
Courtney;
“Fashion

is

quite

sentimental and has
a lot to do with comfort for me, so a lot of
the clothing I wear I
remember who I bought
it from, or who I was
with when I got it, or
oftentimes something I
get from a friend. I also
wear certain colors or
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to wear it because it reinforced a feeling of comfort

I ask Courtney a follow up question to get some

and reflected her vibrant mood that day. She attached

more perspective.

coziness to the green coat because she recollects

communicating through your clothing?”

“What would you say you’re

receiving the coat from a friend who holds a powerful
and welcoming energy in her life. Many of our strong

“I would say I try to portray that I am an artist. I try

memories tend to involve another person; thus, our

to dress intentionally, I think deeply about my clothing,

interactions with others have a considerable impact on

and also it depends on the day. Some days I’d dress in a

our identity. This is called the “interactionist theory” or

sort of welcoming way if I am open to conversations or if

“symbolic interactionism.” Through clothing, we can

they are times I am feeling more introverted, those days

attach strong meaning to an event where you dressed

I’d cover my hair actually so that people can’t see that I

to impress a significant other or a possible employer.

have red hair, and maybe they won’t talk to me because

If both events went well, our memory would equate

of my hair. I think I’m not intentionally trying to portray

positive attributes to the clothing worn even after the

my mood, but I think that my outfits are reflective of it.”

noteworthy interaction. Our clothing can be aided in
the constructions of our dynamic social interactions.

The “self-verification theory,” developed by Dr.Swann,
explains that we actively strive for others to view us
how we view ourselves. Creative artists tend to search
for collective groups that exemplify their identities,
whether through a particular fashion trend or an
art discipline, to reinforce the self-affirmation that a
person seeks within their social group. Courtney is
an outstanding creative artist. Her work doesn’t only
verify this, but her community of friends can also
connect to this through unique dressing style. She
intentionally cultivates her style as an invitation to
others who dress similar to her, or dress so that they
will be interested in how she dresses.
One of the sound processes that molds our
personal and collective identity is “social feedback.” As
other people are positively or negatively engaging
with our appearance, it can help us navigate how we

What we wear is a representation of our identity. It’s

want to continue presenting ourselves to the public. A

who we are on the inside, actively reflected in our

famous proverb used by many African parents states,

appearance through fashion. As Malcolm Barnard

“show me your friends, and I’ll tell you who you are.”

fittingly says: “representation is correctly placed at the

Although we seek to cultivate a sense of belonging,

centre, at the heart of fashion and what we wear.” On

researchers have asserted that nobody will ever be

the Maslow Hierarchy of need, one of our basic needs

similar in their identity. Our identities are unique,

is the need to feel accepted in our environment. As this

which is valid due to the diverse social experiences

plays to our psychological needs, we could also say

we all face in life. Comparatively, my friend Morris’s

that clothing is a way for us to symbolically assert the

response to this same question confirmed this fact.

perception of self, and it is also how one sustains the
image of self within their milieu.
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“I have no theme or coherent look that I go for, but

I have a word that I attach to myself, and people who

everyday I wake up and I ask myself; “who do I want to

I feel connect to this expression of self ---Morris is

look like today” of course it’s still going to be me but these

always “on roads,” meaning that he is a “student of

days I’m experimenting with fashion knowing that I

life,” steadily seeking to maintain a higher frequency

resemble a look that has been done before, but with my

of self-exploration. And uniquely, Morris embodies a

own twist of course. I’d say I am a part of a scene, but I

balance between his personal and collective identity.

differentiate myself. Also, I have decided to dedicate my

Lately, he has been styling his outfits around his pants

life to arts, and fashion is an art form. It’s a practice I

as a fun new way to experiment with his look. His skill

will never stop doing even when I am older. So, I’d say

in doing this paints a high level of self-awareness rein-

80% of how I dress is for me, the other 20% is for other

forced through his fashion identity.

people.” As much as Morris takes pride in his collective
identity, he also sets himself apart from others

Although the self is constantly changing, its

within that scene. By taking references from looks

changes are sustained through our social relationships.

already done, he reproduces his looks through a

We can use fashion and clothing as the paintbrush to

stylistic approach of adding unique elements -like

symbolize

occasionally wearing fur coats or wearing a vibrant

story. Fashioned by our hopes, fantasies, emotions,

green corduroy jacket with a black turtleneck suit and

realities, beliefs or behaviours, we use our clothing to

vintage brown scarf to complete his cozy-edgy look.

reflect who we are, whether intentionally or not. As

This is something we don’t typically see within the

complex as our identities are, Joan Brumberg, in her

punk scene. Knowing Morris personally, his edgy but

book The Body Project encourages us to view our

dreamy fashion style genuinely exemplifies his way of

bodies as a “DIY (do it yourself) project.” Exploring

life.

what fashion means in our lives can help us under-

our

canvas’s

narrative.

Our

body’s

stand the symbols we express and the attachments we
hold through clothing. We better comprehend what
we are doing when we decide to wear something, and
through it, the journey of our identity can be actively
examined. The next time you’re picking out an outfit
from your closet, ask yourself; What is something that
sparked my curiosity or spoke to me heavily in the past
day? Then try to draw elements from your wardrobe to
express your feeling or thought to whatever
sparked your curiosity or profoundly spoke to you.
Suppose you have always wanted to be explorative
with your wardrobe. In that case, this is a great way
to develop your own sense of style. But keep in mind
self-exploration is a journey that takes time and effort.
Be open with the possible experimentations that can
mold your identity.
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“There is much to support the view that it is clothing that

Visit her website www.oluwanifemi.com to view

wears us and not we them. We may make them take the

more of her works.

mold of our arm or breast, but they mold our hearts, our
brain, our tongue to their liking.” - Virginia Woolf

Further Readings:

Nifemi Ashani is a stylist, fashion photojournal-

The Meanings We Wear. by Hajinsky Magazine;

ist, as well as a visual/sound storyteller based in

The Uniforms That Shape Us by Hajinsky Magazine;

Lethbridge, and currently studying Marketing at

Visible Expression of Social Identity: the Clothing and

the University of Lethbridge. As a creative artist,

Fashion by Nihan Akdemir.; Fashion Theory: An

Nifemi practices how to draw people’s attention to

Introduction by Malcolm Barnard; Social Psychology

fashion from a culturally holistic perspective. Thus,

of Dress by Lennon/Johnson/Rudd

she strives to empower her society through fashion
enlightenment and socially conscious storytelling.
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You
Maggie O’Bryne
Disclaimer: This poem will make you uncomfortable, as well it should. However, if you are triggered by discussions
of sexual assault, please take care of yourself and understand your limits.

You, whose hands grasp at my flesh

You, who relishes in the knowledge that your ownership

With desperate patience.

is forbidden.
A fruit you place on a crystal pedestal until it rots

Desperate to have what it is you own.

away, like all the others.

Desperate to sink your teeth into the shiny new toy,

It will be taken out and enjoyed, as you see fit. The

with its taught, creamy complexion.

sweetness of its flesh bitten into at your choosing.
Shared only when you will allow it.

Excited to experience what you have long been craving.
Something not yet scarred by the gifts of womanhood,
Not yet privy to the beauty of stretch marks or laugh
lines.
Because you do not see these as assets.
You want what you are told you should be able to have,
The ultimate double standard.
You crave the product of your ownership but balk at the
results
The virgin and the mother.
Old enough to look good
Old enough to birth new toys
…too young to say no

Your desperation is patient.
There is no doubt in your mind that you own this and
are owed.
You are owed because you provide life, and that life has
conditions.
That life has a future, but it is not its own.
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What good is your ownership if you can’t profit from
it?
But who can blame you? This is what you were taught.
Perhaps not explicitly but you listened, nonetheless.
You were conditioned too.
To read between the lines.
To see only what you own and what is already owned
by another.
And you are validated. By every purchase of a photo.
Every click.
Every judge.

The lawyers that stood by you willingly and the
people that did so out of fear.
The police that chose not to charge you,
...there were bigger fish to fry after all.

Poison
Maggie O’Byrne

You fed me poison
meant to cloud my mind
and open my arms
but you misjudged how used to that
I had become
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Redefined
C. Madria Steven
Battles uphill
I’m rolling down
Waiting, holding on
I throw in the towel
Invisible to all,
I finally care
Taking the reins,
I settle down
Seeing the help No one’s around
Jumping inside,
I’ll never drown
So many people All are clowns
Games and deceit
Clearly show me
To seek real life
Beyond their scenes
The rareness of truth
Preserves my youth
I’m not hiding
Behind their strikes
Ashamed of them
Who see no end
The storms help me to fly I’m walking out redefined
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Artwork: C. Madria Steven
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